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About This Game

Enjoy the new collection of mosaics puzzles with up to six colors!

This time the penguin family is taking a trip to the multi-color wonderland! They are going to discover a new collection of
mosaic puzzles with up to six colors!

This innovation opens up a whole new dimension of challenge and brings you many hours of entertainment.

The penguin family is waiting for you to accept the new challenge and have fun uncovering the hidden multi-color images while
building a beautiful landscape of the wonderland.

- Mosaic puzzles with up to six colors
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- New multi-color challenges

- Build a beautiful landscape

- Puzzles based on logic
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This game is just uninteresting, not worth $12.. It's a good game! Definitely worth your while if you're into story-rich games.
Despite being text-based, the game manages to engage you. You get to adopt a crazy number of personas and the other
characters do respond differently to you based on your varying interactions with them. There's a crazy amount of conflict in this
game. You will end up picking sides to unlock various achievements and scenarios, and you should pursue all 46 achievements.
You'll have a ton of fun in the process! The guides in the discussion forum are super helpful.. goodass deckbuilder. Gemime
binmi\u015f gidiyordum .. birde ne g\u00f6reyim ! Dev bir m\u00fcrekkep bal\u0131\u011f\u0131 !!! Hemen verdim
g\u00fclleyi verdim z\u0131pk\u0131n\u0131 iki dakka sonra yakt\u0131k mangal\u0131 jileeeettt . Sonra ne mi oldu ? Bak
neler oldu :D

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rL64CiAU2IM. This was pretty fun despite dying several times before finally beating it.
Like another person said, why do we get sent to the main menu after starting a new game and not being able to play just for
fun?I'm partially tempted to get a refund but I'd like to see if more content gets added before I make that decision.
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Overall, I enjoyed my time making a playthrough of this game. I thought it was quirky and enjoyable... despite the fact that all
the creatures look dead inside, and laugh creepily when you add limbs.
My two creatures; CRET and TED were both failures.
Here's the Video for my Play through if you are interested.. A true spiritual successor to Serious Sam 3, Gulman 4: Still Alive is
the next installment in the highly successful GULMAN series. Feautring a lovable character, great story, art, graphics, puzzle
gameplay and almost true-to-life gun play that can rival Arma 3 and more. The puzzles will tease your brain and the gameplay
will tease your reaction time, strategic thinking and reflexes. I recommend it to everybody.

I rate it Bad Rats 3\/10. Zero instructions, minimalist graphics and sound, not recommended as is.. i love it it needs a restront
mode as well thos it would make the game better. Addictive and fun. The soundtracks are great.. i've played the old seven
mysteries 4 years ago and I thought i was the master of this good old horror rpg game... I couldn't have been more wrong. The
twist and turn i thought i knew is now not so familiar, the story i thought i knew... well i knew nothing at all. The graphic, the
music, the entire story and some easter eggs arre trully amazing. So even if you've played the old seven mysteries. This seven
mysteries: the last page will definitely blow your mind. it is terribly, controls are misrable, there is no locomotion and it is
designed for the use of a "pp gun". I've been a fan of Space Empires for two decades, but this one has kind of landed with a
thud. Despite some promise at the improvements, the technical issues are far too furstrating for me to make the necessary time
investment.

Pros:
- Richer, larger star systems.
- Much better ship design.

Cons:
- Unstable and sluggish performance on modern OSes. I spent a lot of time fiddling with settings and I could barely get okay
performance running in a window with a bunch of graphical details turned down. Most of the guides seem to be stabs in the dark
as well. As much as I'd love to deep dive into this game, running like garbage on hardware a decade newer than it isn't
something I can deal with.
- You apparently need the 3rd party Balance Mod so that things don't get out of whack in later stages of the game, but I can't
muster the patience to make it that far.

If you're willing to sort through the technical issues dogging this 10-year-old release, you might find some enjoyment at the end.
Personally, I'm going back to SE4.
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